MTC Dumpers set the standard for modern, efficient, and dependable equipment that helps our customers maximize productivity and achieve higher profit margins. Our dumpers are designed to lift and invert product at various heights and at high dump angles. Known for their quality construction, fast and safe operation and heavy-duty performance, they can withstand even the most demanding jobs. Made of stainless steel, sanitary materials with stainless steel hydraulic fittings and hose ends, MTC dumpers can be safely utilized in sterile environments of the meat, poultry and food processing industry, helping our customers meet strict food safety standards. MTC dumpers come with a variety of options and custom designs, from portability to powered travel, special hold downs, liners, and chutes, providing customers with the flexibility and choice to fit all types of work areas and products.

Every day, We Do More...
www.gomtc.com/food
**FEATURES** | **BENEFITS**
--- | ---
Heavy duty construction | High dependability and reduced cost of operations
Stainless steel construction | Long life and ease of sanitation
Open bottom carriage (standard) | Easy Pallet Jack Loading
Hold-down/semi-automatic operations | Straightforward, safe control and operation
Adjustable hold-down bars (standard) | Allows the dumping of different height containers.

**Low Lift Dumpers**
The MTC Low Lift Dumpers are perfect for low ceiling clearance and heavy-duty performance with capacity of up to 4,000 lb. The MTC Model LE Series Hydraulic Dumpers are designed to provide customers with an easily cleaned and highly dependable tool for lifting and dumping product in a sterile environment. The LE’s stainless-steel construction ensures long life and trouble-free operation, along with ease of sanitation. The standard design of the LE is angle and channel construction. The LE can dump product at heights up to 60 inches with a 6-inch reach out and at a 45 degree dump angle. Options include stationary or portable frames. The LE-2 comes with a two-stage carriage to separate wooden pallet from cardboard box to prevent contamination during the dump cycle. The LE and LE-2 can be ordered with safety guards on one, two, three or four sides.

**High Lift Dumpers**
The MTC’s High Lift Dumpers have been an industry standard for more than forty years. The MTC Model H-LE Series Hydraulic Dumpers are designed for heavy dumping applications of up to 4,000 lb. The dumpers showcase a curve feature at the top, which allows for high discharge in low ceiling areas and for an extended 20-inch reach beyond the face of the stationary frame. The standard frame design of the H-LE is tube and channel construction with minimal floor contact and 100% seal welds for easy sanitation. The H-LE is designed to dump product at heights up to 130 inches at a 45 degree dump angle. The H-LE2 features a two-piece carriage that separates the combo carton from the pallet during the dump cycle, which helps prevent contamination. The H-LE and H-LE-2 can be ordered with safety guards on one, two, three or four sides.

**Column Dumpers**
For more than 25 years, the meat processing industry has relied on the MTC Column Dumpers to dump large amounts of product at higher degree dump angles of up to 60 degrees. The MTC Model HLC-2 Column Dumpers are known for their quality construction that combines efficiency and dependability. The HLC-2 dumpers come in Standard, Semi-Heavy Duty and Heavy-Duty models, for lifting and dumping product up to 1000 lb. Each dumper is equipped with an anti-drop lock feature to prevent free-fall of the carriage in case of chain failure. The dumpers come with several cart and barrel carriages options, while the heavier models offer additional support including case band and ceiling supports. The HLC-2 can be ordered with an optional portable base for convenience and ease of movement throughout your facility.